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About This Game

Remember the good old Beat 'em Ups like Little Fighter, Double Dragon or Streets of Rage? Made in 150 days by one dude,
Battle Forever is an homage to this games and to the days were your only worries were your homework and your supply of

chocolate!

Choose your character and jump right into this arcade Beat em Up! Use your fists and your awesome special attacks to destroy
your enemies and save the country from the evil Professor S., a mad scientist who wants to create the ultimate warrior.

Set new highscores and challenge various enemies like stupid bullies or the infamous copier of doom! Try your best in 13 stages
filled with loads of dudes who think they are better in punching faces than you or try to survive as long as possible in the

Survival Mode. Teach them better!

You can choose between four different and unique characters. Every fighter comes with his own special abilities. Shoot fireballs
or freeze your enemies with cold ice shards! No face will be unpunched in this epic battle!

The details:

- Full Controller Support
- 2D Arcade Beat 'em Up
- 4 Playable Characters

- 13 Stages In Total
- Campaign, Level Selection and Survival Mode
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- 16 ingame achievements to unlock!
- Made with Unity2D

- Everything (except the music) is made by me
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Title: Battle Forever
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Inferno Games
Publisher:
Inferno Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016
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This game is fun and addicting, more people should try this! I downloaded the game a long time ago now, and almost forgot this
little gem. Buy it, it's cheap and fun, you won't regret it for the cost.. In this moment, I am euphoric. Not because of any phony
god’s blessing. But because, I am enlightened by my intelligence.. It's looking like good game for little kids but not for me..
Look at the Steam Squad forums: The most recent activity for this game is around 2 to 3 years old. This title has been
abandoned with no work done on it since 2016. The development team has moved on or Bretwalda Games is dead. Considering
the amount of communications on Steam assuming the later might be best.

Unfortunately there's no way I can recommend this game because it's just broken under Linux. The game apparently uses some
custom map rendering. The drawback to this is custom map rendering never ages well and it ends up costing a lot in
maintenance. So I can't see anything rendered on the screen except for the 2D UI elements. Everything 3D is just not supported
on my graphic card (Nvidia\/Intel hybrid).

I wish I could get a refund for this failure, but with no one to answer on the other end of the line, this is just another bunch of
bytes down the Steam well.. i dont know howthe game expects me to shoot 20 targets in 7 seconds with a gun that can shoot
1bulletperabout half a second butalsoyou have to have perfect aim not evenworth being free.

i know it is supposed tobe hard but i cna do anything in the video exept for the 7th lvl.

bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-_-. 1,8 hours in and im not impressed.....and honestly if it wasnt 40k i probably
wouldnt give the game another chance, as i find the tactical element of this turn-based tactics game rather basic and boring....as
it is, ill probably give it another chance at a later date, and hope to find more for me to like in it, after i have tempered my
expectations, as i had relatively high hopes for it. Well designed RPG game with cute graphics
3rd person view is beautifully implemented
But it's hard for me to play more than 30 mins straight. I feel dizzy :). Probably one of my favorite racing games. The
animations, graphics, everything is great about the game. I highly recommend it
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There's something very very wrong with this game. I know what it is: basically it's not a mahjong game but a "refill powers" one;
don't buy it before watching some videos on YouTube!. I love this game. I just do. First of all the art work is magnificent, just
that funny retro thing that you don't see much of in VR. The game is still in early access and it seems like it. It's a little hard to
figure out how to get around and what you're supposed to do.. Not sure why you're constantly starting at level one either.. after a
while there's just wave after wave coming at you doing the same stuff, but I've not played it for a really long time yet so maybe
I'm just not proceeding far enough.

There's some work to be done to make the game retain the interest of a more seasoned gamer, but it's got something you can't
find just anywhere which is a great concept, great visuals and an agreeable environment. I'd like to see more done with the
transport options, see the menus become more intuitive and maybe have the chance to retain some of my progress, but I'm
definitely sticking with this one.. How hard is it to make this games controls re-mappable? Even in a separate file even?
Maybe?. Very interesting, innovative and funny game experience. The puzzle are very well crafted and require smart
understanding of the game mechanic as well as some serious skill! Quite a lot of "Ooooooh okaaaay" moments :). Insanely fun!
This is a game with:

- Sharks with frickin' lazer beams
- Flying battle cruisers
- A C-movie sci-fi plot that takes itself seriously enough to be funny but not so seriously it inhibits your ability to command a
squadron of seafood to blast your enemies to pieces with impunity!

The game starts out hilarious in its premise, then you quickly realize there's some actual depth to the gameplay. It's essentially a
challenging sci-fi action arcade strategy flight sim where tactics are crazy important. You get to pick your starting seafood from
a handful of options and you're dropped into the ocean. From there, your primary objective is to occupy the several dozen reefs
scattered around the ocean while defeating other sea life and military hardware to gain access to its genetic information, which
allows you to breed stronger allies for your squadron which helps you capture more reefs. Each reef increases your squadron's
capacity.

You can have up to six members in your squadron, including the one you control, and you can level them up individually to beef
up your attack power, HP, and abilities. Every type is unique/valuable in its own way and it's a lot of fun just trying all the
different types of fish/subs/ships out. My favourites were sardines, tuna, sealions, giant squis, saury, and star destroyers. Keep in
mind, however, that most entities are overly weak at EXP 0 so there's a little grinding involved. Thankfully, you can usually park
yourself in a reef near an easy, beefy target to make quick work of leveling and you can also transfer resources directly into
experience.

Overall, decent visuals and audio, decent controls, some clunkiness here and there with the UI and terrain collisions, but insanely
fun and zany. Worth grabbing on sale!. Watch the video they posted for the game. That is literally all there is to the game. Not
even enough variety that I am aware of to even be worth a second play. I could be missing something important but as I dont see
an EA tag I do not think I am.

  Buy the game if you think the trailer looks awesome as that is literally the entire game in that video.. Looks like something
Nicola Sturgeon would drive.. well all i can is that this game is cheesy as hell, and filled with sexual content that is quite decent
and pleasing to the eye, and the Babes are alright looking too, and this for me is the second time owning this game, because i
bought it from GameJolt when it was available from their at the time for the same exact price for what i paid, here on Steam. so
Andrew now you have $20.00 in total of my money, but for what its worth for me personally, is the combat mechanics are really
good and that's what makes this game fun to play, and it is really done well, but the one thing i don't like about this game is the
mini games where you shoot the Aliens and ride the motor bike shooting at the enemies coming from both sides of the screen, it
just annoys me and i am relieved when those parts are over but besides that it is the games combat that is good and is the most
best thing about this game for me personally, plus all the sexual content as well, i just wish that you Andrew could remove the
mini games where you shoot the aliens and the motor bike one and replace it with something else because those parts are just
annoying like i said and boring, but overall this is an awesome side scrolling beat em up with that old school nostalgic combat
mechanics and 90's Mortal Kombat digitised Graphics
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